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Brazilian Minister of Human Rights working against human dignity 
Fighting against both LGBTQ rights as we

San Francisco, 23.09.2019, 03:32 Time

USPA NEWS - Fighting against both LGBTQ rights as well as, equal pay for men and woman, Damares hate and racist speeches are
beginning to gain international attention and damage to the country´s image of tolerance. 

Brazilian Minister of Human Rights, Damares Alves continues to exhibit unethical behavior thinly veiled as a human rights agenda for
Brazil. Fighting against both LGBTQ rights as well as, equal pay for men and woman, Damares hate and racist speeches are
beginning to gain international attention and damage to the country´s image of tolerance. She has openly rallied against gay visitation,
despite the fact the LGBTQ community from all over South and North America descend on Rio for the annual Carnivale
festival. Although she has listed her job priorities as abortion and reproductive rights, women trafficking, suicide, combatting drugs she
has instead lasered focused her efforts, without any basis of scientific knowledge, on her own personal take on gender identity.

As Brazilian Human Rights Minister, she has been publically quoted as saying. "Blue is a boys color and pink is a girls color and that's
how it is" and that "feminists don't like men" enhancing and encouraging hate speech against LGTBQ+ and feminist movements.

She is also related to accusations of child abduction and hate crime against indigenous Indians, and in building a medieval-like
agenda prospecting different ministries of the Federal Government to a conservative and hypocritical agenda. Her main goal
seemingly is to transform Brazil's constitution into her own interpretation of the Christian bible.

Such hypocrisy needs to be called out and called what it is; a dangerous abuse of power, and an egregious blending of church and
state. While it may be fine for Alves to peddle a conservative agenda under the umbrella of a Bolsonaro administration, it's not okay for
an appointed minister to publically peddle her personal form of hate and non-tolerance.
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